The journal operates on what is, in effect, an honour system. Papers from National Academy members are accepted simply on their assurance that a 'knowledgeable colleague who is not a co-author' has reviewed the paper. Academy members also act as ad hoc editors for papers from other labs; all the editorial office asks is that they obtain two favourable reviews on the manuscript. A surprising number of Academy members take the journal very seriously and publish excellent papers there, but inevitably some are less scrupulous. The Editorial board does subject communicated papers to some further scrutiny, but this gentle probing rarely leads to outright rejection of papers.
How do I get my paper published in PNAS if I don't know an Academy member? Until this year, there was no way. But in January 1996, PNAS introduced a new system, known as 'track II', in which non-members can send their papers directly to the editorial office. The office then undertakes to identify a National Academy member who can act as the sponsor, select referees, and accept 628 Current Biology 1996, Vol 6 No 6 Well, I once saw in an Addams cartoon a Martian sittin' in a waitin' room. It was late at night in the maternity ward, A nurse appeared as she opened the door-"Congratulations, " she said "it's a baby!"
Well, the point of this story, I'll tell you now, did you ever sit down and think about how it is that every time a baby's born it's a baby -not a rabbit or an ear of corn?
Well, it just so happens that inside everyone are tiny plans that tell how the job's to be done; They're worth more to you than the family jewels. Well, each of the sugars in the backbone has a ring-shaped base 'tached to it all its own, There's only four in a human bein': Adenine, guanine, cytosine and thymine. They make up an alphabet of four letters -A, G, C, T. Wouldn't want to write a novel with four letters. Think I'll write a human being instead.
Well, there's one important fact we've let slip by. It earned three men the Nobel Prize. It has to do with three-dimensional conformation, and how it relates to information. So we see that every time a cell arises there are not going to be too many surprises because of this little template scheme, this biological Xerox machine.
And when human parents make their contribution to a baby-to-be's constitutionSince their chromosomes are human, we presume, it's no shock that the baby is, too.
Well, I guess that brings us to the end of our tune which began with a Martian in the waitin' room. If you have any questions `bout something you missed, please see me. All class dismissed.
or reject the paper. The author doesn't know which Academy member is handling the paper unless it is accepted. To make room for the extra papers to be submitted via track II, PNAS has reduced the number of papers a member is allowed to communicate to the journal annually from six to four.
Does the new system work?
Those who have tried it say that there are many frustrating teething problems. Apparently one problem is that the Academy members are under no obligation to handle manuscripts when asked, so the editorial office may take weeks to identify a member who is willing and able to serve. Another problem is that, because the Academy member handling the manuscript is in effect one of the referees, the author cannot contact the person handling the manuscript directly to ask for a decision.
How do I find an Academy member?
The journal's policy for publicizing the list of potential communicating members has changed over the years. For most of the 1980s, no list was published. Now the journal publishes a list of current members in the first issue of the journal each year; the list is also available on the internet (www.nas.edu/nas/member). But the truly crucial informationwhich members haven't used up their annual quota of submissions yet -is still very hard to discover, although lists of new members are published in the journal immediately after election.
Have there been any other changes since 1915? Recent changes include, in 1994, adding reviews and minireviews (Commentaries), which focus on papers published in PNAS. In 1995, the cover design was changed from plain grey (to provide 'aesthetic refreshment'); it now shows images taken from the fabric and contents of the National Academy of Sciences building in Washington, D.C. both include the PDB in their searches, but to be sure of getting the latest files, search the PDB directly.
Similarity searching
Although less straightforward than comparing primary sequences, computing a similarity score for two sets of atomic coordinates is possible. Most techniques simplify the problem by breaking the protein structure down into secondary structural units such as helices, loops and sheets, and comparing the arrangement of these units in different proteins. Entrez makes available the results of an exhaustive comparison of all the structures in the PDB against each other, while SARF at the Laboratory of Mathematical Biology allows you to take a novel structure in PDB format and compare it against the rest of the database. MOOSE lets you retrieve structures from the PDB that match a specific structural motif specified in terms of secondary structural units such as 'helix-turn-helix'.
Structure prediction
Protein structure prediction is an evolving and imperfect process. Several web tools let you predict three-dimensional structure for a given primary sequence; a good listing of these is available at the Centre for Protein Engineering's site. New tools are continuously becoming available, so the best way to keep up is to use an internet search, at a site such as Alta Vista.
Structure prediction can only be properly assessed by application to new and unpublished data, so there are several competitions with the goal of predicting the structure of a new protein from its primary sequence. Details of some of these, and abstracts describing the techniques used, are available from the Centre for Advanced Research in Biotechnology site.
Visualization
Sites such as Molecules R US and Structural Classification of Proteins let you select a protein from the PDB, choose an orientation, a colouring system, and a method of renderingribbons, space-filling or ball-and-stick -and then download a full colour image of the chosen protein. These sites use the programs RASMOL or RASTER3D to create their images. If you have the computing power, you can also download RASMOL.
Another popular method for visualization is the kinemage, viewed and rotated using the program MAGE, which represents a structure schematically. Some of the tools described here create kinemages automatically from the PDB file. The Macromolecular Structures database published by Current Biology Ltd offers kinemages which have been annotated by hand, and several journals including Structure and Protein Science now include kinemages as electronic supplements to articles.
